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OVERVIEW
Our client acquired an industry leading Unified Endpoint Management platform
from a Top 5 IT company in mid-2019. Following applicable regulatory review, they
readied to roll out the solution amid the COVID-19 Pandemic. With a critical endpoint
management solution in an era of remote work, they needed to get reliable and
highly convertible leads into the hands of their sales team quickly to underscore their
leadership position in the segment .

The Business Problem
Conventional content leadgen programs in Cybersecurity markets convert (MQL to
SQL) at a rate of 3%. The average MQL remains in the sales funnel for a period of
150 days. At an average Lead-to-Opportunity conversion rate of 13% and lead cost
of $198, the cost of a converted closed/win is north of $25K and taking 5 months to
get there. Our client needed a dramatic improvement over averages if they were to
dominate their segment.

The CyberTheory Response
Our CyberTheory team interviewed 32 Cybersecurity vendors at RSAC in early 2020,
with the goal of identifying areas where we could improve and add value to the
customer acquisition process. Every one of those companies told us their number one
problem was leads. Leads that didn’t convert; leads that were unresponsive; leads that
weren’t qualified. In response, we went to work and over the next 90 days, we created
an innovative intent-validation LeadGen program which we call ExpressSQL.

ExpressSQL: THE PROCESS
Working together, Our client’s marketing team and CyberTheory’s demand gen
experts created a precision-targeted content syndication campaign. The campaign
employed some of the client’s existing assets, reviewed and audited by our CISO
Advisory Board, to address the outcomes that their solution addresses in the new
Work From Home environment.
Then those assets were syndicated across iSMG’s broad network of 990,000 senior
InfoSec practitioners through a series of targeted emails. Because we access first party
data and are able to track intent across topics, we can combine intent indicators from
double-download content leads that raise the lead score.
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Those leads are then appended with direct telephone contact data and forwarded to
CyberTheory’s internal televalidation team. Because our team is expert in the use of
the ConnectAndSell dialing platform, we are able to process through the lead set
10-12x faster than conventional contact approaches like email or direct dialing.

THE RESULTS
The CyberTheory TeleValidation team made 5 outreach attempts on each lead before
scoring them and aggregating the batch for transmission to our client’s sales team.
We connected with 28% of the intent leads and converted 31% of those to
opportunities, 11 of which revealed current initiatives and 7 were HOT leads requiring
immediate attention.
Those HOT leads were transmitted to the client’s sales team within the hour and the
entire batch was sent over within 72 hours of the second download.
The entire process took 60 days and those SQLs are now in the bottom of our
client’s pipeline.

Key Advantages

Speed

Conversion

Cost

ROI

60% less time in
the sales funnel

200% increase
in CVR

5x reduction in
MQL: Opportunity
Cost

171% return on
investment
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THE OUTCOME
At their average rate of 25% (SQL to Closed/Win) conversion, the expected ROI from
the campaign is 171% (2.75 deals x $43.8K ARR @90% GM).
The impact of the CyberTheory ExpressSQL program is not limited to SQL conversion
rates. Speed to market is a significant pivot point on pipeline velocity. The resulting
conversion rate in 40% of the time creates 60% more runway for revenue production.

Problem
Expensive marketing leads that slowly fail to convert
Solution
Accelerated SQL velocity lead generation program
Results
3-4X increase in CVR – 5X less costly – 171% ROI – 60% faster
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We are a full-service cybersecurity marketing advisory firm. We constantly collect and analyze the latest
customer data segmented by security practitioner, industry, and region. Our extensive knowledge
model allows us personalized targeting of each and every cybersecurity buyer persona.With strategic
insights from global education services, media providers, intelligence analysts, journalists, and executive
leaders, we’re always adapting to the latest industry trends. Our network of relationships encompass all
aspects of cybersecurity as well as the related fields of fraud, audit, compliance, and risk management.

(212) 518-1579 • info@cybertheory.io
530 7th Avenue, New York, NY 10018 • www.cybertheory.io
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